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"A gripping work with important implications for big-ticket
research .... The writing is taut, rising to the challenge to keep
all the story lines clear.... Science Fictions offers a chilling tale
of one man's chicane1y and the danger when governments and
media are mixed with the pressure ofhigh-stakes science."
- Ted Anton, Chicago Tribune
"A meticulous account of slippe1y science that develops slowly
into a panoramic view of the biomedical world."

- Kirkus Reviews
"Science Fictions does shed considerable light on the way
science works in America and the larger dilemma it may be
facing."
- Helen Epstein, Los Angeles Times Book Review

"A detailed history of the events that led scientists to the cause
of AIDS - and it makes unpleasant reading for anyone who
thought science was simply about the pursuit of truth."
- Independent (London)
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assuage concerns about the risk from unscreened blood, Heckler
assured Americans that infection with the AIDS virus didn't mean
most people would get AIDS. Only "a small number of those with
positive test results," Heckler said, would go on to develop the disease
itself. 3i< It wasn't true, but it wasn't Heckler's fault. Three days earlier,
the Public Health Service's Executive Task Force on AIDS had estimated that only 5 to 20 percent of those infected with the AIDS virus
would ever get AIDS.
When mid-February arrived with no AIDS test in sight, Heckler
explained that the FDA needed still more field data from Ab bott and
the other manufacturers. 33 The Red Cross was already negotiating a
draft contract with Abbott Laboratories, whom the FDA had pushed
to the front of the line. 34 But the Red Cross technicians working with
the prototype Abbott test were finding it "extremely cumbersome and
labor intensive," and the Red Cross's Boston blood center had "major
concerns" about the test's ability to catch every virus-infected blood
sample.35 The Ab bott ELISA, a senior Red Cross official complained,
had "the potential for causing undue concern for a number of healthy
donors" by registering too many false positives, "while not removing
from the blood supply all the units that are .Potentially infectious for
AIDS."36
In the Reagan administration's view, any AIDS test was better than
no test, and on a Sa:turday afternoon in early March 1985, timed to
make the Sunday papers, Margaret Heckler announced that the FDA
at last had approved a blood-antibody test for HTLV-3. 37 Jack Schuler,
the Abbott executive, recalled being summoned to meet with Heckler
early that morning, then watching from her anteroom sofa as a delegation from Electronucleonics, one of the other licensees, filed out of
the secretary's office.
Schuler's first thought was that both Abbott and Electronucleonics
were being approved at the same time, which would have cost Abbott
a substantial share of Red Cross business. Once the Electronucleonics team departed, Heckler reassured Schuler that the FDA had
decided to approve Abbott first. She had merely been explaining to
Electronucleonics that the approvals were being issued in alphabetical order. 38
The following day, Abbott closed a deal to supply the Red Cross
v.ith a year's worth of ELISA kits at the cut-rate price of ninety-three
cents apiece. When the stock market opened on Monday morning,
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Abbott's shares began a long upward climb that would see them more
than double in price over the next two years.g The first blood bank in
the world to get the AIDS test was the Red Cross Blood Center on
Ohio Street in downtown Chicago, a thirty-minute drive from
Abbott's North Chicago headquarters.39 Accompanying each of the
two thousand test kits delivered that Saturday afternoon was a warning that "false positive test results can be expected with a test kit of
this nature."40
Because of the delays in field-testing, Abbott only had sixty thousand ELISA kits on hand, not nearly enough to fill the nationwide
demand. The AIDS test would be rationed among fourteen cities,h
with no tests available for the rest of the country. A month after the
test was approved, the Red Cross was still testing only half its new
blood donations, and none of the blood that had been stored in its
freezers when the test became available. 41 Testing the stored blood
might raise concerns that the blood was unsafe and discourage hospitals from buying it. 42
Such concerns would have been justified. At the end of March, an
Arkansas patient received a pint of blood donated four days :;.tter
Abbott received its FDA license. Although routine blood testing in
Arkansas had begun five days before the patient's surgery, the blood
used for the man's transfusion hadn't been screened. He later got
AIDS. There were other such cases, 43 and not until mid-April of 1985, .
after nearly three million AIDS tests had been distributed, was Heckler able to report that the domestic backlog had been filled. "As a
result," she told researchers attending an international AIDS conference at the CDC, "our manufacturers will now be able to turn their
attention to your needs - meeting the foreign demand for the test,
which has been significant. That is a contribution to the international
community we are very proud to make."44
Some eight thousand Americans had been diagnosed with AIDS:~5
But there were less than four hundred cases in France, barely two
hundred in Germany, and fewer than that in Great Britain. There was
plenty of AIDS in Africa, but those cases weren't the result of hospital
transfusions, and in the countries whose health systems could afford it,
the demand for an AIDS test was less than ovetwhelming. Gallo
reminded a physicians' convention in London that, because of the long
lag-time between infection and disease, the number of reported cases
was no guide to the number of people actually infected with the virus.
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Two million Americans, Gallo declared, were already carrying the
AIDS virus- a number that later proved to be far beyond the actual
scope of the epidemic.i In another two years, Gallo predicted, a half
million British would be infected with HTLV-3. Although the actual
numbers in Britain would never surpass a tenth of that figure) the
· headlines generated by Gallo's warning -"British doctors told of
massive new AIDS crisis," cried the Observer- prompted questions
in Parliament and elsewhere about why there was no AIDS test in
Britain.
In fact, there was a British AIDS test. Months before, Robin Weiss
had developed a laboratory ELISA and used it to test nearly two thousand Londoners, including a thousand randomly selected blood
donors, for Weiss's Lancet paper concluding that LAV and HTLV-3B
were both the cause of AIDS. 46 That none of the randomly selected
blood donors had been positive suggested there wasn't much AIDS
viru.s circulating in England. But the National Health Service, hoping
to head off what might be an incipient epidemic, wanted to begin precautionary screening of donated blood at a Jew of its Regional Transfusion Centres.
Weiss had made his ELISA with HTLV-3B, and like everyone who
received Gallo's virus he had been required to promise not to use it
for commercial purposes. The National Health Service was an agency
of the British government, not a private company, and an NHS blood
test hardly fit the description of a commercial product. But when
British officials asked the Reagan administration for permission to
scale-up Weiss's ELISA, they were told to buy their AIDS tests from
Abbott or Electronucleonics. 47
'We are prevented from using a perfectly good and reliable test
because the Americans want to make money," one of Weiss's assistants, Angus Dalgleish, told the Daily Telegraph. 'The American test
is worse than useless. It has produced false negative results and even
false positives. It's not surprising tha't the American health department delayed giving it a license. Commercial considerations are
absolutely hampering the containment of the disease in Britain.
We've allowed AIDS to get a year's start." 48
A Daily Telegraph reader who happened to be a hemophiliac sent a
copy of the article to President Reagan with a demand for an explanation. Replying on the president's behalf, Lowell Harmison explained
that unfortunately no British company had applied for a license to sell
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the Gallo ELISA, and now no more licenses were being issued. The
writer and his fellow hemophiliacs would simply have to await the
arrival of the AIDS test from one of the American manufacturers. 49
An angry Robin Weiss responded to the American rebuff by putting "more effort into growing our own isolates." In short order Weiss
had isolated an AIDS virus called CBL-1, named for the Chester
Beatty Laboratories where Weiss was scientific director, that
appeared to grow even better in culture than HTLV-3B. What Weiss
did with his own discoveries wasn't governed by his agreement with
· Gallo or the American government, and CBL-1 was licensed to the
British pharmaceutical firm Burroughs Wellcome, ~hich lost no time
producing an ELISA- only to receive a stem warning from the
United States Department of Commerce that the company had not
"been granted any rights under our pending patent rights to market
such a kit" in the United Kingdom.50
When a rival British company, Amersham Laboratories,
announced its intention to make an ELISA \Vith an AIDS virus
obtained from Don Francis, the HHS la~yers warned Amersham to
cease and desist.51 Although the CDC virus had been isolated independently of Gallo, the HHS decreed that any competing blood test
"would discourage the development of the inventions already made
by our licensees."52 Amersham turned to Abraham Karpas, who provided the company with his own AIDS virus isolate, C-LAV
The American laboratory and blood-bank technicians called upon
to deploy the Gallo AIDS test had little information abo~t how it perfanned under real-world conditions. When M urray Gardner compared
the commercial ELISAs, he found that both Abbott and the new test
from Electronucleonics "repeatedly" scored antibody-negative blood
samples as positive. 53 The Red Cross was finding the same. Of every
four positive blood samples tested with the Abbott ELISA, three were
antibody-negative when tested by the Western Blot54
The excessive number of faise positives produc~d wasn't due, as
first thought, to technician error or variation in the quality of the test
kits, although there was plenty ofboth. As it happened, the source was
Gallo's "revolutionary" method of gro'Ning the AIDS virus, the H-9
cell line, which Abbott and the other licensees were using to produce
the virus for their ELISAs.
The H-9 phenomenon had first been noticed in Germany, where a
surprising number of middle-aged women had begun testing positive
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opportunity to offer you the products of our region. The next day, we
will visit wineries, castles, and after a short press conference, we will
go to Forgaria. At 2.00 pm we will embark in the ship 'Ausonia,'
directed to Barcelona and Tulone in a scientific cruise ... the ship 'Will
change the course to meet a shuttle boat, which will take you to Impe·
ria, where a car will be waiting for you to go to Nice." In case Gallo ran
a little short, he would "receive cash in Genova Li 1,500,000, about
$1,100, for your traveling expenses without asking you the flight
coupon, and cash in Pordenone Li 500,000, about $350, as pocket
money."35
Gallo had been invited to return to Italy before the end-of the year,
to address the hematological institute in Naples, but the welcome
there wasn't likely to be as warm as what was offered in Genoa.
Among the other scheduled speakers was Abraham Karpas, who had
just sent Jim Wyngaarden yet another multipage, single-spaced letter
accusing Gallo of stealing the French virus.36 When the president of
. the Naples institute, Mario D'Angelo, who happened to be visiting
the NIH, stopped by Gallo's office to say hello, he was met \Vith what
D'Angelo later described as "a rambling tirade."
Galla "was very angry with Karpas and Montagnier," D'Angelo said
later. "He told me he would never come, because we had. arranged
things in such a way as to tear him to pieces, despite the presence of
many American scientists." D'Angelo remembered being nonplussed
by Galla's appraisal of his colleagues. "About one of the speakers, he
said, 'He is a shameless fraud. He is a researcher worth but four
cents.' And then, vVho is he? Who is he? I don't know him! I only
know that he is a megalomaniac.' About another, he said: 'He is an old
imbecile.' He acted as if he was going to attack me. I tried very hard to
remain calm, and since I could not make myself understood I asked
the lady doctor present to translate what I was saying: 'In order to
have you come to Naples, I am willing not to have Karpas or someone
else, provided Montagnier will be present.'
"He calmed down immediately and appeared to accept this possibility and he asked me the following question: Change the date of the
conference to January> cancel all the names from your list. I will bring
to Naples all the scholars you want, even a hundred scientists, and I
will do it without charge. I answered that his proposal was unaccept·
able, because we already had committed ourselves. He answered me,
'There are no problems, I can personally telephone your president.'
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At this point I told him he was behaving not as a scientist and that his
presence in Naples was no longer of interest to me. He invited me to
leave. A few days before the seminar, a letter was received by the
Naples newspaper where he said that we had fabricated everything
and that he did not even know us. We had exploited his name \vithout
his knowledge for publicity purposes. "37

blood test for AIDS was proving even more profitable than its
manufacturers had predicted. During the first four montl1s of testing,
Abbott Laboratories had sold $8 million worth of ELISA kits. Despite
Margaret Heckler's assurance of a few months before that American
manufacturers were prepared to meet the foreign demand for the
AIDS test, Abbott still couldn't make enough tests to satisfY the
domestic demand.38 Unable to increase its inventory beyond a one- or
. two-day supply; Abbott had asked the FDA for permission to change
its method of producing the AIDS virus. 39
The change increased the amount of available virus, but it did nothing to resolve the false positives the test was producing. During the last
six months of 1985, the Red Cross blood center in Springfield, Illinois,
. repmted that two hundred blood donors had tested positive after the
first Abbott ELISA. Only eighty-six remained positive after a second
ELISA. When the eighty-six double-positives were run through the
Western Blot, only two donors proved actually to be infected with the
AIDS virus - an astounding false-positive rate of ninety-nine in every
hundred.
The FDA required that donated blood be discarded if the first
. ELISA was positive, 40 and the Abbott test had cost the Springfield
Red Cross 198 pints of perfectly good blood. 41 Nationwide, nearly
four out of five Red Cross blood samples testing positive by the
Abbott ELISA were falsely positive, and in addition to losing blood
the Red Cross and the other blood banks were losing donors. 42 Anyone who was ELISA-positive was no longer permitted to donate
. 'blood, even those who were subsequently negative by Western Blot 43
Despite its increasing alarm, the Red Cross was finding it difficult
to get Abbott's attention. "It has taken us over two weeks to convince
persons at Abbott Laboratories that indeed a c1isis situation does
exist," the head of the Los Angeles blood center wrote Ab bott in early
November. 44 Not until the Galla ELISA had been on the market for
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studies showing the Pasteur test to be more accurate than the Gallo
version. 10
That inf01mation might have been welcome at the Blood Center of
Southeast Louisiana, where two-thirds of the donors testing positive
with the Gallo!Abbott ELISA weren't infected with the AIDS virus at
all.ll Or at the North Colorado Medical Center in Greeley, where false
positives were rumting over 70 percent.l2 Or in tiny Hays, Kansas,
where there was no AIDS, but whose town doctor complained to the
FDA that unless something were done about the false positives there
soon wouldn't be anyone left who was eligible to donate blood. 13
With the advent of blood screening for the AIDS virus, the ramifications of false positives reached far beyond the relatively small number of prospective blood donors. The military had begun testing all
new recruits and active duty personnel, the State Department foreign
service officers and their dependents, the Peace Corps and Job Corps
anyone who applied to join. The state oflllinois, where Abbott had its
headquarters, was gearing up to require mandatory AIDS tests for
anyone who wanted to be manied.l 4
The consequences of a false positive AIDS test could prove horrendous. A Michigan college student, advised by his county health
department to begin making final arrangements on the basis of a
false-positive test, dropped out of school and spent what he thought
were his last months on earth working for an AIDS support group. 15 A
Philadelphia man, having taken a required premarital blood test for
syphilis - and been tested, without his knowledge, for the AIDS
virus
lost his fiancee when the test proved falsely positive. 16
A Los Angeles teacher with a false-positive test lost his jobP A
pregnant soldier who volunteered for an Army blood drive discovered
her positive test was false only after having the abortion urged by her
doctor. 18 An Alabama housewife became celibate, stopped kissing her
children, and started seeing a psychiatrist until she, too, was discovered to be the victim of a false-positive ELISA. 19
The FDA official in charge of monitoring the performance of the
AIDS test was Tom Zuck, a hematologist and anny colonel from Letterman Army Hospital in San Francisco who had been temporarily
assigned to FDA headquarters in Rockville, Maryland. "They wanted
a blood banker," said Zuck, "and they couldn't find anybody on short
notice, and I was available. So I got the job."
, Zuck had been in San Francisco when the Abbott test was
approved, and he believed that the decision had been made in haste.

"There's no doubt that Abbott was rushed to market," Zuck said.
"Absolutely no doubt about it. Part of the problem with those tests
was because they were rushed to market. They were bound to be
lousy tests. They were hastily concocted. The issue was, is it better to
have a bad test than no test at all? And I think everybody involved
said, 'We'll wony about the nonspecificity later.'"
Later was now, and Zuck saw the false positives as a huge problem,
not only because they were costing the blood industry money but also
because of the human consequences. Even when the follow-up Westem Blot was negative, the news that their initial ''AIDS teSt" had been
positive unhinged donors who didn't comprehend the complexities of
blood-antibody diagnostics. "A lot of blood centers told people,
'You're repeatedly reactive but you don't confirm, so you can't give
blood,'" Zuck said. "A lot of these people were hysterical and believed
_they really had some kind of unusual AIDS."
When the complaints about the Abbott test began piling up on
Zuck's desk, he ordered the company to send him its "action plan" for
eliminating the false positives. 20 The Ab bott test was an old-style configuration, in which tiny polystyrene beads coated with inactivated
AIDS virus are placed in small indentations, or wells, on a plastic
plate, each filled with a tiny drop of the blood being tested. If the
blood contains AIDS virus antibodies, in theory the antibodies adhere
·to the virus on the bead, triggering an enzyme to change color.
To eliminate the aberrant H-9 cell proteins on the bead that were
adhering to nonviral antibodies and triggering false-positive reactions,
Abbott had enhanced its virus-purification techniques. That hadn't
worked, and now the company was proposing to reduce the length of
time the bead was exposed to the blood. 21
When Zuck saw the company's newest proposal, he realized that
Abbott was trying to reinvent the AIDS test from the ground up. <'You
don't know what's wrong, do you?" Zuck told Marijane Sidote, Abbott's
liaison with the FDA.22 Sidote admitted Zuck was right, and that
Abbott was worried. The company had been hearing rumors that the
FDA had put Abbott "on probation," Sidote said- or, worse, that it
was about to pull the Abbott test off the market. Zuck replied that
there was no such thing as «FDA probation," and that in order to withdraw the license the FDA would have to take Abbott to court. 23 The
FDA just wanted Abbott to fix its test.
Zuck's decision to award a license to Genetic Systems hadn't been
well received by the executive hierarchy at HHS. In mid-March of 1986,
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While Abbott experimented with reducing the bead-coating
time from three hours to fifteen minutes, Mike Ascher was boarding a
plane for Florida and the Second Annual Clinical Virology Symposium. Ascher was deputy chief of the Viral and Rickettsial Disease
Laboratory at the California Department of Health Services. For
more than a year, Ascher's urgent preoccupation had been developing
an accurate HIV-antibody test for the state's diagnostic blood laboratories. Now he had some bad news.
Ascher had used Jay Levy's ARV to search for viral antibodies in a
unique set of blood samples, drawn from hundreds of San Francisco
men for a hepatitis-B study in the mid-l970s. Although the existence
of AIDS wouldn't be recognized for another six years, some of the
men were already infected with HIV at the time their blood was
taken. Fortunately, the blood samples from the "City Clinic cohort"
had been preserved in the freezers of the San Francisco Health
Department, an invaluable serological archive of the natural progression of the AIDS virus. Using a home-made blood test, Ascher had
been able to identify with great precision which of the samples were
infected with decade-old HIV and which were not. But when Ascher
tested the same HIV-positive samples with the commercial Abbott
ELISA, several had been negative.
There had been indications from the start that the Galla ELISA
produced false negatives as well as false positives, but they had been
overlooked or ignored. b Before the Abbott test was licensed, the
Boston Red Cross had expressed "major concerns" about its sensitivity.l1 Murray Gardner had done the same shortly afterwardP· Gardner had been joined by the Canadian CDC, which discovered that the
Abbott ELISA couldn't detect HIV antibodies in blood samples from
seven AIDS patientsP Even Max Essex, whose Cambridge BioScience was attempting to market its own version of an HIV ELISA,
warned that the Abbott test was failing to detect one HIV-positive
sample in every twenty - a false-negative rate of 5 percent. 14
It was Murray Gardnerwho first recognized that all the false-negative blood samples contained antibodies to a single HIV protein, p24..
The Canadians had found the same thing. When Mike Ascher ran his
false negatives through the Westem Blot, the only ~tibody that
showed up was anti-p24. In every case, the false-negative samples had
come from men infected with HIV a relatively short time before their
blood was drawn. The reason some HIV-infected people were show-

ing up as negative on the Abbott ELISA was that the Gallo test simply
couldn't see antibodies to p24.
After warning California's public health laboratories about a "gray
zone" in the commercial AIDS tests, Ascher had presented his data in
Clearwater. 15 A number of people at the meeting expressed interest,
but Ascher recalled that two seemed more interested than the rest:
the representative from Abbott Laboratories, and Gallo's deputy lab
chief, Prem Sarin.
' When Ascher performed his initial tests, the Pasteur ELISA
hadn't been approved by the FDA. Now that it was appro~ed, Ascher
was curious to see how the French test handled blood samples containing only p24 antibodies. The Pasteur test scored all twelve
samples positive. The new prototype Abbott ELISA with ,the reconRgured bead missed every one. In £ne-tuning the test to reduce the
number of false positives, Abbott had somehow increased its propensity for false negatives, which meant the Pasteur test was now more
precise than Abbott at both ends of the scale. Bob Nowinski thought
it was the batch virus production process about which Gallo complained to Lowell Harmison that accounted for the advantage in false
negatives.
"You grow up a batch of CEM," Nowinski said, "put in the virus,
and it releases a large amount of virus. You grow huge liters of it, you
let it go through a cycle of ten days and you harvest the fluid. You
purify the virus from it, and then do a second infection, a third infection, and so on. You can do this forever." The only reason Galla used a
continuous cell line like H-9, Nowinski said, "was that in all retrovi.ruses up to then, everyone had used continuous cell lines. But you
grow as much virus by our method as you grow in any other method.
Genetic Systems could produce enough virus for the entire nation
without any problem."
Five weeks after the Cleanvater meeting, the FDA approved the
reconfigured Abbott test for clinical use. In granting certification, the
agency agreed that Abbott could advertise its new ELISA as providing fewer false positives, and no more false· negatives, than the original ELISA.l 6 When Ascher heard what the FDA had done, he asked
Tom Zuck '"What the hell's going on?' I said, 'Why did you relicense
Abbott?' "He said, 'Ascher, what's your problem?' "I said, 'My problem is that we're still getting false negatives with Abbott, and the
improvements you just licensed have made the problem worse.'"

roof. 10
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eageras the French to get the glory for one of the more important discoveries in late-20th century medicine. 'It's what we call the race for
the Nobel Prize,' says one cynical scientist."
Gallo didn't deny wanting a Nobel Prize, but he didn't care about
the money from the AIDS test patent. "My father's a successful metal- .
Iurgist," Gallo said. 'T m the only child; my sister had leukemia and
died, so my father's money Will go to me. He's very happy that I went
into research, very proud of it, and my needs are small. I have a little
Datsun. I have my house, paid for by my father, so I have no bills to
pay. What do I need? I have my office, I have my work. People pay for
me to travel to go to meetings to give lectures. I like to read and play
tennis- all almost free. That's it. I don't need any more money." 10
It was the French, Gallo said, who were interested in the American
dollars the blood-test patent would bring them. "The fight is theirs to
get the money," Gallo protested. "I don't get any money. My name is
used in vain. Ifi wanted to make money, I wouldn't work at NIH. Ifi
get any money from this at all, I will give it to charity. This patent is
the worst thing that ever happened to me. What am I getting out of it?
I'm getting nothing out of it but a lot of pain." 11
That was about to change. A few months before, the House of Representatives had passed a bill intended to make technology d.eveloped
in government laboratories more accessible to the private sector. 12 One
aim of the Federal Technology Transfer Act, inspired by President Reagan's challenge to privatize portions of the federal government, was to
retain government scientists who were being lured by higher salaries to
universities and private companies. Government salaries would never
reach competitive levels in the private sector, since the best-paid university researchers already earned more -with stock option~ many
times more- than the president of the United States.
One thing the government could do, however, was let its scientists share whatever patent royalties were generated by their inventions. Because most NIH patents weren't terribly valuable, the
average earnings of most NIH scientists were token at best. Beatrice
Hahn collected an annual royalty of $813.38 on one patent; Berge
Hampar got $8 a year on another. But with the AIDS blood test
earning millions, both Gallo and Popovic qualified for the maximum
payment- $100,000 a year during the lifetime of the patent, a total
of $1.5 million apiece over fifteen years. The AIDS test had made
them millionaires.'l

• 13 •

"Just Show Us the Proof"

By the autumn of 1986 the Red Cross had been aware for months that
the Abbott ELISA produced false-negative results. But Red Cross
blood banks had continued using the Abbott test while the company
searched for a solution. When Abbott's Marijane Sidote called the
. FDA to report that the false-negative problem at last had been solved,
the FDA's Tom Zuck wasn't persuaded. "'I told him we have process
change to improve sensitivity,» Sidote wrote in her telephone notes .I
"He asked what? I said enriched with p41. He said no, it's p24 we
miss. I explained our position. He said he doesn't believe it, that we
have a circular argument. He said it ';vill be hard to convince."
Zuck was "upset," Sidote told Abbott executives a few days later,
''that he has been asking for confirmation of 'What's on the bead' for
seven months and we still haven't told him. He said he can't work the
science of the assays for dealing with lawyers and executives. He said
he's so angry with Abbott, 'There are several stacks to work on, and we
won't pick Abbott first.' "2
At the end ofJuly 1986 a flock of specialists from Ab bott headquarters descended on the FDA. Zuck's concerns about p24 aside, the
data presented by the Abbott group seemed to show that the more
gp4l on the bead, the fewer false negatives. Mike Ascher,· now
employed as a consultant to Abbott, surmised that antibodies to both
gp4l and p24 must be produced early in the infection, but that for
some reason only p24 antibodies showed up on a Western Blot.
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In the FDA's view, it wasn't necessary to understand what was
going on serologically as long as the Abbott test improved its reliability and sensitivity. Then Abbott confided that while gp41 enrichment
had worked with its laboratory model test kits, the company didn't
have the capacity to purifY enough gp41 to make the same change in
its product line. •
Ab bott asked the FDA to approve a lesser bead modification without additional field testing, but Zuck refused. Abbott would have to
present the gp41-enriched bead as an entirely new product, rather
than an improvement on a product that already had an FDA license.
That meant more field tests. 3 But no sooner had those evaluations
begun than Abbott told the Red Cross to put everything on hold. A
new problem had cropped up - an unexpected reappearance of the
false positives Ab bott thought had been resolved. 4
'When the Red Cross Blood Center Directors' Council met in
Washington in October, the topic was the performance of the new
Abbott ELISA. The new test was clearly better than the one the Red
Cross and the blood banks were still using. The bad news was that
it still missed nearly half the samples the Western Blot called HNindeterminate. Considering the manufacturing challenges involved,
Ab bott couldn't say when it could put the new test on the market. In
the meantime, sentiment was growing among the Red Cross blood
bank directors for dumping Abbott altogether in favor of Genetic Systems, whose AIDS test was already being used on a trial basis by
seven of the fifty-five Red Cross blood centers.5
The Red Cross lavvyers warned that dropping Abbott completely
would probably violate the Abbott contract, and someone suggested
using the Genetic Systems ELISA to back up the Abbott test. But if
the Red Cross were going to buy the Genetic Systems test anyway, it
didn't need the Abbott test. In the end, the blood center directors
agreed that Abbott would be given an ultimatum: If the company's
new test hadn't been approved by the FDA in ninety days, the contract with Abbott would be terminated. Less than a week after that
decision, the Red Cross blood-testing chief, Gerald Sandler, assured
the American public that "the blood supply is as safe as it can possibly
bemade.'>6
Bob Nowinski, the head of Genetic Systems, knew it wasn't true.
"Statistically, bad blood got into the system," Nowinski said. "You can
make a calculation, which in fact we did. If one test is twelve weeks

later in picking up a newly infected individual and you make vruious
suppositions of what's the rate of new infection, then you can calculate given the nu;mber of transfusions, given the number of new infections, and given whatever the latency is. You can come up with a
number that can be anywhere from eight hundred to several thousand a year."
As the Red Cross directors reconvened in Sru1 Francisco in
November, Sandler was saying something quite different from what
he had been telling the news media. The Red Cross lawyf0s, Sandler
said, had decreed that if the agency wanted to protect itself from lawsuits down the road, it "could wait no longer" before putting a better
HIV.:antibody test into service. The .formal ninety-day notice had
never been given to Ab bott, but the company had been made "aware"
that the Red Cross was ready to replace it if the new test didn't
become available "in the immediate future."
In the meantime, one council member suggested that the Red
Cross stop making reassuring public statements and admit that the
AIDS test was flawed. That might at least discourage people who
thought they were HIV-positive from giving blood. His suggestion
was rejected out-of-hand. But France Peetoom from the Portland
Red Cross, one of the seven centers using the Genetic Systems
ELISA, implored his colleagues to take "rapid action" in switching the
entire system to Genetic Systems. If they didn't, Peetoom warned, it
would soon be a full year since the Red Cross had learned about the
false-negative probl.em. 7
In mid-November Abbott sent the FDA its latest field data on the
new ELISA, which now had a gp41 enriched bead, a new diluent a:nd
an improved conjugate. 8 The new test, Abbott assured the FDA, no
longer would misread any blood samples containing HIV antibodies
as antibody-free. When Tom Zuck saw the data, he fired a broadside
at Abbott. 9 "You threw us a cuzve," he told Marijane Sidote. "You've
made more changes -bead, diluent, buffer. It may be a new product. We can't keep putting Abbott before other reviews. We've been
asked to take Abbott off the market because of poor sensitivity. We've
had complaints that we handle Abbott changes as amendments
instead of as a new product You've made too many changes. You
wasted our time with enriched bead and it didn't work. Now you have
more changes coming. You've got to stick to an assay configuration for
at least 60 days and quit changing it!"
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an even older law of "poisoning." The former CNTS research chief,
Jean~Pierre Allain, whom prosecutors conceded had tried to warn
Garretta of the dangers of contaminated blood, got four years, two of
them suspended. Allain was also reindicted on poisoning charges,
something Nature called "an offence against the civility for which
France is distinguished."9
The jailing of Garretta and Allain - especially Allain, who had
accepted a Cambridge professorship a few months before his indictment, and whose wife, Helen Lee, worked for Ab bott Laboratories in
Chicago- roiled the international scientific community, including
Allain's Cambridge colleagues and a number of prominent Americans. 10 The prevailing opinion, expressed by one French scientist, was
that the convictions had been "unavoidable, in order to satisfY public
opinion." 11 But John Maddox warned in Nature that ''nobody should
he surprised if observers now conclude that the French judicial system will go on finding defendants for AIDS-related trials until the
understandable anger of the relatives of those infected with HIV is
stilled."
In the months that followed, the list of those charged in L:affaire
du sang contamine grew longer, eventually including Georgina
Dufoix, the former minister for social affairs in the government of
Prime Minister Laurent Fabius, Edmond Herve, Fabius's minister of
health, and ultimately, Fabius himsel£. 12 Most of the articles beneath
the front-page headlines across Europe failed to mention that the
same fate had befallen the hemophiliacs of several other countries,
including Germany, Canada, Japan, and the United States, where
more than three thousand hemophiliacs had died of AIDS 13 - and
where non-heat-treated clotting factor was still being sold, with the
FDA's approval, at the time of Garretta's decision to use up the
untreated stocks in France. a
Hoping to somel1ow twine the fate of the French hemophiiiacs
with the Galio-Pasteur dispute, Galla's supporters in France, principally Jacques Leibowitch and Bernard Seytre, a freelance journalist
who had translated the French edition of Galla's memoirs, 14 tried to
focus public attention on the history of HN antibody testing in
France.
Seytre claimed French officials had blocked the introduction of
the Ab bott ELISA, which <-'Ould have been used to screen blood destined for the hemophiliacs, in order to protect the French b1ood~testing
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market for Pasteur.15 Appealing on American television, 16 Jacques
Leibowitch, now employed as a consultant to Abbott,l7 accused the
French government of attempting to preserve the countrys economic
interests by refusing to begin using the Abbott test until after the Pasteur test became available.
Seeking to turn the scandal to Galla's advantage, Joe Onek
declared that the trouble in Paris "demonstrates which country WitS
first in developing a workable blood test; it also highlights the ironies
involved in the Frencl1 government's current efforts to ::_:cure more
patent royalties from the blood test. "18
The real story began on February 11, 1985, when Abbott Laboratories, whose ELISA was still undergoing prelicensing tests by the
American Red Cross, asked the French government to approve the
test in France. Seventeen days later, on February 28, Diagnostics Pasteur, in which Institut Pasteur owned a minority interest and the
French government held the majority, filed a similar application in
behalf of the Pasteur's LAV-based ELISA, then undergoing field tests
in Paris and other French cities.
The data submitted by Abbott to support its French application,
including the fact that 86 percent ofHIV-positive samples were Iikely
to be false, caused concerns in Paris similar to those that were delaying
the introduction of the Abbott ELISA in the United States.b "It seems
indisputable," concluded Robert Netter, the chief of the National
Health Laboratory, the French equivalent of the FDA, "that [the
Abbott] test must be the subject of a thorough study in France, the
19
same as that being made by Diagnostics Pasteur for its own test. "
Two davs after Netter's note, the FDA, under pressure from HHS
and the R~agan White House, put aside its concerns about accuracy
and licensed the Abbott ELISA.20 Eighteen days later, Diagnostics
Pasteur informed the French Ministry of Health that it could begin
21
supplying tests at the rate of 125,000 a month by April15.
When the French government compared the field tests of the Pasteur and Abbott ELISAs, it learned what the FDA and the American
Red Cross already knew- that the Pasteur ELISA was twice as accurate in terms of false positives.22 Even Jean-Pierre Allain, who had
worked for Abbott during the 1970s and returned to the company
after resigning from the CNTS to work on a second-generation HIV
blood test, admitted that "the specificity of the Ab bott test during the
first six months to a year was not very good."
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llJ- mid-Jurre, the French national health laboratory was alerted to a
new problem with the Abbott test. Because of problems with virus production and other components, the performance of some Abbott tests
was significantly worse than others. That revelation was followed by a
report in The Lancet that the Abbott test produced not only repeated
false positives but false negatives.23 The national healtl1laboratory had
been prepared to approve tile Pasteur test on April 25 and the Abbott
test three weeks later, on May 13, or as soon as the company submitted
the additional data requested by the French government. 24
On May 9, however, the prime minister's science adviser, Fran9ois
Gros, recommended that Abbott's application be tabled until tl1e Pasteur test had been licensed. 25 At the time, Gros was also director of
the council of trustees of tile Institut Pasteur. Even so, tl1e Pasteur
test was approved for use in France on June 21, and the Abbott test on
July 24- a lapse of thirty-tilree days, compared with ilie ten months
the FDA had waited. to approve the Pasteur ELISA in the United
States.
In the opinion of Jacques Leibowitch and Bernard Seytre, ilie
French had had an etllical obligation to put the flawed Abbott test
into service immediately following its approval in the United States,
thereby preventing the infection during those thirty-three.. days of at
least a few hemophiliacs and transfusion recipients. The rancorous
public debate over which course should have been taken might have
been avoided, had it been known that Abbott didn't have enough
blood tests to supply tile American market, much less France. c
By the beginning of Aprill985, the American Red Cross was only
testing half the new blood it collected, and the independent blood
banks were farther behind. 26 A month before its French application
was approved, Abbott was still experiencing major production problems and test-kit shmtages because of its inability to increase virus
yields from tile H -9 cell line. "Inventory levels continue at 1-2 days best
case and cannot be increased , .. untit antigen inventory increases,"
the company's senior researchers were informed in mid-June of 1985.
"Critically need scaled up antigen purification process and higher
producing cellline."27
Nine days later, Abbott notified the FDA of its need to change its
method of cloning H-9 "in order to supply the growing number of
customers desiring to screen their blood supply." Not until mid-July, a
week before Abbott finally began selling AIDS tests in France, was

ilie new purification procedure deemed to be producing enough virus
to enable the company to prepare a shipment of 300,000 tests "exclusively for France."28
Laurent Fabius and his former social affairs minister, Georgina
Dufoix, were acquitted of all charges after Fraw;ois Gros testified that
"tile entire responsibility" for delaying approval of the Abbott ELISA
was his alone (Edmond Herve, Fabius's minister of health, was convicted but not sentenced to prison). Gros acknowledged that "a secondary objective" in his decision had been the commercial success of
the Pasteur ELISA. "We tried to do what it took," Gros said in a 1994
television interview, "so iliat the French test would not be forgotten
relative to the American test."29
With tlle documents reflecting Abbott's production problems still
locked in the company's files, Gallo claimed the French govemmenfs
"refusal to use our test" had allowed "thousands of French citizens to
become infected" with HIV- a preposterous charge.d Joe Onek
demanded to know why the United States "owes the French anything,
when they barred the U.S. blood test from the French markets for
narrow commercial reasons, killing tileir mvn citizens."30
Ignoring the fact that the Institut Pasteur had had nothing to do
with the manufacturing or licensing of the French blood test, Onek
warned the new HHS secretary, Louis W. Sullivan, tl1at "officials of
the Pasteur Institute may well be implicated in this scandaL" It would
be "extraordinary indeed," Onek told Sullivan, for the Bush administration "to provide additional blood test royalties to institutions that
were willing to jeopardize ilie lives of French citizens in order to give
the French blood test a competitive advantage over the American
blood test."31
Pressing the attack, Onek began circulating a March l985letter to
Gallo in which Montagnier had observed that LAV didn't appear to
cause AIDS in every infected patient According to Onek, the letter
proved that "in March 1985 Dr. Montagnier had little understanding
of the relationship between the HIV virus and AIDS, which may help
explain why the French government was willing to delay approval of
the American blood test."3Z Gallo copied the letter to Daniel Zagury,
with the suggestion that Montagruer's comment "should become publicly available" in France.33
What neither Gallo nor Onek mentioned was that, in the spring of
1985, Margaret Heckler and tile United States government had held
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ldndest and gentlest scientist, the fairest scientist or the least dissembling scientist, he
did develop the first efficient and specific serologic tests for HIV antibodies."
Chanock's conclusion, however, is based only on the relative publication dates of
blood-test data from the Pasteur and Gallo groups and does not take account of data
presented by the French at meetings, The Lancet's six-month delay in publishing the
Pasteur's 1983 serology, or the comparative blood testing by the CDC.

tones, and Baxter Healthcare- agreed to pay $100,000 to each of more than six
thousand HIV-infected hemophiliacs or their survivors, who had charged the companies in a class-action suit with negligence for having failed to .begin heat tre<ltment
until early 1984: The companies also agreed to reimburse the federal government
nearly $12.2 million for payments made by federal health insurance programs. The
settlement received almost no attention in the American press.

'·Wrote Kom: "The OSl Report takes tlJe position that Gallo should'not be found
guilty of scientific misconduct, presumably because he did not personally conduct the
experiments nor write the first draft of the p~per. Thus, the OSI apparently places
Gallo as one removed from PopoVic whose 0'\Vn misconduct was judged to be minimal. However, I would take a different position. As the head of the Laboratory, Gallo
mus.t assume responsibility for the way it operates. I would not hold him directly
responsible if a collaborator falsined or fabricated experimental data. Ho·wever, as
one whose native language is English, as an experienced investigator and author, and
as one who milst set the 'tone' of the Laboratory, Gallo should be held responsible
when he is co-author of a paper that misrepresents and misstates the experimental
results that he (Galla) should have reviewed. Conceivably, PopoVic could be a careless investigator and confused by the meaning of English phrases or abbreviations
(although I doubt it) but these are specifically Galla's responsibilities as head of the
Laboratory and research team. I have no difficulty in finding Galla more responsible
than· Popovic for what has occurred. Specifically, in essentially all 20 of the issues
examined Gallo failed in his responsibilities as the ~ead of the Laboratory.

•·A. LeBlanc toR. Netter, February 27, 19.85. With a 97 percent accuracy rate, 86 percent of positive samples would be false positives.
<Abbott had planned to supply France and other European countries. from a factory
in Delkenheim, Germany, which it intended to come on line in May 1995. Because of
delays, Delkenheim didn't begin producing test kits until the fall of that year, which
meant that any Abbott tests reaching France would have been flown from Abbott~
Chicago headquarters, which was unable to make enough tests for the U.S. market.
'R. Gallo to F. Rich, September 27, 1993. The infection of French hemophiliacs was
principally due to Michel Garretta's failure to ban the distribution of non-heattreated Factor Vlii. Even if the Abbott test could have been deployed across France
beginning in March 1985, given the relatively low incidence of HIV in that country
the total number of hemophiliacs and transfusion recipients who might have been
spared would almost certainly have numbered between forty and seventy.

V

•J. Onek to M. Astrue, October 21,
Chapter 22. "11 Can't Be the Money"

•·Not until July 1985 bad heat-treating of blood products begun in Canada, followed a
few months later by HIV-antibody testing. During the preceding eight months,
according to the Ottawa Citizen ("Bad blood~ deadly legacy;" September U, 1993),
some twenty-eight million units mblood products were distributed in that country.
None was recalled, and only 2.5 million units were destroyed. "In retrospect," said
a Canadian parliamentary report, "the authorities -including the Canadian Red
Cross, the Canadian Blood Committee, Health and Welfare Canada, and the Canadian Hemophilia Society- knew at the time that some of the untreated Factor VIII
product remaining on the market was contaminated with the AIDS virus." In mid1998, at a trial in Tokyo District Court, it emerged that the Japanese government had
been aware of the risks posed by untreated blood products a year before it approved
their use in 1984. By the time the Japanese government approved the use of heattreated blood products in 1985, several hundred hemophiliacs had been infected.
According to the minutes of the May 6, 1985, meeting of the U.S. Public Health Service Executive Task Force on AIDS, "Manufacturers report that some non-heated
AHF [clotting factor]· continues to be used though there is no shortage of heated
AHF." It was three days after the PHS meeting, on May 9, that Michel Garretta wrote
the minister of social affairs of his intention to continue distributing nontreated Factor VIII through July 1985. In May 1997, the four principal American manufacturers
of clotting factors -Alpha Therapeutics, Armour Pharmaceuticals, Cutter Labora-

1991. In February 1985 Heckler declared that
"only a small number of those witl1 positive test results will go on to develop AlDS."
The following month, FDA commissioner Frank Young cautioned that "the public
must not leap to the conclusion that a positive test result for antibodies means they
have or will get AIDS. That simply is not true."

•-Rule 60 mthe Federal Rules of Civil Procedure allows for setting aside a judgment
or other court-sanctioned agreement if newly discovered evidence comes to light,
including eVidence of "fraud, misrepresentation, or other misconduct of an adverse
party." However, such a motion must be filed within one year of the settlement- a
deadline that, for Pasteur, had expired four years earlier.

Chapter 23. "Slander Is the Worst Crime"

•According to Science and Government Ri?:port (December l, 1992), Healy's press
secretary at first denied that any such meeting had taken place, then confirmed that it
had but declined to say when or where it had occurred.

•n. Simon to Federal Bureau of Investigation,

March 2, 1992. To the FBI, Healy
declared that "the swirl of unauthorized disclosures of confidential information regarding the case of Dr. Robert Gallo has already demonstrably damaged the credibility of
the U.S. government's position on patent and other related business matters." Beyond
tbat, the leaks represented "serious breaches of trust and personal integrity.'' In Healy's

